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Zenky seating, whatever the setting
Over 50 years’ experience

The Zoeftig name has long been synonymous with innovation and the highest possible quality standards. And this commitment
to finding new and better solutions to our clients’ project requirements continues to be the foundation for everything we do.
Zoeftig leads the way in the design of seating for terminal market and
transport waiting areas, and also offers a full range of products and
services for waiting areas in the healthcare, judicial and government
markets.
Over the years, Zoeftig’s pioneering seating products have revolutionised
the industry and can be found in airports, railway stations, bus depots,
cruise and ferry terminals and waiting rooms the world over.
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The classic Zenky beam seating range is a perfect illustration of what
Zoeftig does best: combining cutting edge design with unparalleled
flexibility, clean crisp lines with market leading strength and durability,
optimum comfort with unrivalled versatility. Drawing upon a rich heritage
of specialist expertise to create seating that’s setting new standards.
Zenky is ideal for spaces where there is high footfall and pedestrian
traffic, such as airports and other public transport waiting areas, and
can be seen in many of the world’s greatest gateways.

Seating setting the comfort standard
Unprecedented level of comfort

The Zenky range designed with
comfort in mind
At the heart of every Zoeftig seating design is comfort. And the Zenky
range is certainly no exception.
Ergonomically sculpted to offer the best support to the body, Zenky can
make even the longest wait fly by providing an unprecedented level of
comfort for extended periods.
Through rigorous research and collaboration with relevant specialists
and end users, we have created a seating solution where every element
has been designed with maximum comfort in mind. The use of high
quality foams, for instance, is just one way in which Zenky reduces
pressure and helps to keep waiting passengers sitting comfortably.
Add recliner and high-back options and it’s easy to see why Zenky
is particularly well-suited to meeting the needs of major stop-over
terminals.

Zenky recliner
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Zenky recliner

Seating setting new standards
Simplicity, strength and security

Innovative and design-led, the Zenky seating range is simply beautiful.
And beautifully simple.
Modular in nature, with minimal components and subassemblies, the
seating is quick and easy to install with helpful features such as feet with
an ingenious self-levelling design, which eliminates the need for lifting
and reduces health and safety risks.
Cleaning and maintenance is equally straightforward, with reversible
tabletops, removable upholstery pads and Upholstery Protection Buffers
included as standard.
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Don’t be deceived by Zenky’s stylish good looks. The range has
undergone rigorous strength testing to ensure the product is as durable
and hardwearing as it is aesthetically appealing. Approved to ENI2727 Test
Level 4 (severe contract use), EN 16139 Test Level 2 (extreme use), and
ANSI/BIFMA X5.4, Zenky has been designed to withstand the rigours of
daily use and offer maximum product longevity.
Last but not least, with a design that incorporates a minimal footprint,
Zenky provides excellent sightlines beneath the seating and along floors
to not only aid cleaning but also to make life easier for security staff.
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01 Zenky Plus back
02 Zenky back
03 Zenky PU
04 Zenky upholstered seat
Opposite: Zenky uphostered
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Seating setting new standards for flexibility
Unlimited configurations

When it comes to a choice of seating solutions, Zenky stands out.
Not only can Zenky seating be used in a wide variety of different
applications, it also comes in an extensive range of finishes.
Seats, backs and benches, for instance, are available upholstered, or with
veneered plywood, powder-coated perforated mild steel, brushed
stainless steel and even fully moulded polyurethane that can be moulded
in virtually any colour or combination of any of these, for instance,
upholstered seat with a veneered back. The Zenky Plus with increased
back height further expands the aesthetic and comfort possibilities.
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In fact, the entire Zenky system can be customised to provide almost
unlimited configurations. Beams can be free-standing or floor fixed;
seats can be back to back, in continuous rows and in seat-and-table
modules from two to seven units.
Add corner units and curved formations, not to mention raised height
seating and tip-up arms for people with reduced mobility (PRM), and it’s
easy to see why Zenky has the seat to meet every need.
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01 Perforated stainless steel
02 PU arm pad (optional)
03 PRM seat (optional)
04 Cup holder (optional)
Left foreground: Zenky Solo cluster
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Zenky Plus
A new dimension in seating design

01 Zenky Plus with wireframe leg and cantilever PU arm

Enhanced comfort levels
Zenky Plus offers all the many benefits and advantages of the
original Zenky, but pushes back the boundaries just that little
bit further to give you a seating solution with added comfort,
proportions and style.
By a series of subtle design modifications and structural changes,
such as taking a noticeably softer upholstery to the very edge of the
seat and heightening the back rest, we’ve not only given Zenky Plus
a sleeker and more streamlined appearance – we’ve also created a
seat with increased comfort levels.
It may be an enhanced product, but Zenky Plus still displays all the
same excellent flexibility and functionality you’ve come to associate

with the Zenky product and the Zoeftig name. So, you can still
specify Solo or Duo clusters and enjoy all the ingenious power or
table options. All achievable within the same footprint as Zenky.
That’s because the Zenky Plus is perfectly compatible with the
existing beam structure of the original Zenky, as it shares the same
600mm seat centres.
Extremely comfortable upholstery, generously proportioned back
height, incredible versatility – and all for a price that’s comparable
to the original Zenky. It’s no wonder Zenky Plus is proving such a
popular addition with Zoeftig customers new and old.
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Zenky PowerArm

Seating setting new standards for comfort

Giving power to the world

More streamlined appearance

Zenky has always represented the perfect solution for the traveller in
search of rest and relaxation. Now this forward-looking seating range is
helping travellers ‘recharge’ in other ways, too.
Zenky PowerArm is a seating solution with a difference. Because, as
well as delivering the expected Zenky trademark benefits of strength and
eye-catching appearance, this unique seating solution incorporates a
built-in power supply.
Designed to offer maximum convenience, PowerArm is suitable for
any passenger terminal and can be used to charge mobile phones,
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laptops, cameras and tablets.

01 Zoeftig quartz table with Charge under table power

Safety is also designed in, thanks to current limitation, a self-resetting
thermal fuse and power outlets that come with intelligent charging,
passing U.L. and European safety standards. Available with type A and
type C USB and all international socket types as standard.

02 Charge under seat power

Installed discreetly into the arm, Zenky PowerArm can be easily
retro-fitted into existing Zenky systems and does not inhibit seating
configuration possibilities in any way.

03 Zenky Plus upholstered
04 Zenky Plus back detail

Zenky Curve

Zenky Solo

Zenky Duo

Innovative seating solutions

The solution to privacy

Working together

Zenky Curve S shape

For the traveller in search of a little private space to work, the business
lounge used to be the only option.
But all that’s changed with Zenky Solo.
With its ingenious seating cluster configuration, Zenky Solo provides a
dedicated space that’s not overlooked by, or in close proximity to, others,
allowing the traveller to work confidentially.
Each seat position comes with a table and optional power supply, while
ergonomically designed seats utilising exceptional quality foams ensure
that Solo is as comfortable as it is private and practical.
So, whether it’s to plug in the laptop or simply rest and recuperate,
Solo’s the ideal solution.
There’s a new fashion in airports all over the world.
It’s called Zenky Curve.
Refreshingly different from the typically linear beam seating usually
seen in terminals, Zenky Curve has opened up a whole new world
of possibility for passenger waiting areas. First and foremost, the
passenger experience is significantly enhanced with curved seating
that’s a world away from the straight lines and repetitive monotony of
most terminal seating environments.
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But, just as importantly perhaps, this innovative seating solution affords
the designer an unprecedented level of flexibility with its almost limitless
configuration possibilities.
Despite its very different appearance, you’ll find Curve displays all the
traits and characteristics you’ve come to expect from Zenky – excellent
quality, enduring strength and exceptional comfort.

Zenky Duo. It takes two.
A further example of the Zoeftig commitment to producing innovative
seating solutions, Zenky Duo has been designed to offer a dedicated
space for two people. So, it’s ideal for couples and partners or perhaps
two colleagues who are travelling together, providing an area to
socialise, relax or work.
Reminiscent of Zenky Solo, the ingenious cluster configuration features
a large central table with optional power supply, surrounded by seats
offering optimum comfort levels.
Zenky Duo gives you the opportunity to add visual interest to seating
layouts by creating eye-catching centre pieces that can help to provide
a welcome relief in waiting areas that might otherwise be filled with
continuous runs and endless rows of seats.

Zoeftig. The seating solution everyone’s waiting for
The public transport seating solutions travelling the world

Zenky upholstered
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Seating setting the right example
Corporate and social responsibility

As a respected, market-leading, international manufacturer, Zoeftig
takes its corporate and social responsibilities extremely seriously.
This commitment is embodied in the Corporate and Social Responsibility
(CSR) policy that sits at the heart of our business, encompassing three
main areas:
• Environment – we are constantly exploring how to minimise the
environmental impacts of our products and operations through increased
product longevity, better material selection, more sustainable design
and manufacturing processes and improved waste management

Environment
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People

• People – we value our people enormously and are committed to their
development, fostering an environment where independent and creative
thought is encouraged, and where staff have the opportunity to build on
their skills
• Community – in addition to providing crucial financial support to
a number of local charities, Zoeftig has an eye on the future and
is forging award-winning links with the local community, such as
providing ongoing internship and work experience opportunities for
many local education establishments.

Community

Technical and dimensions
For further information email enquiries@zoeftig.com For CAD downloads visit www.zoeftig.com

Zenky 7 seat configuration

Zenky and Zenky Plus beam lengths

Zenky full tables

Zenky 7 seat

600
(24”)

600
(24”)

Zenky half tables
600
(24”)

575
(23”)

Zenky 6 place bench

600 350 600 330
(24”) (14”) (24”) (13”)

4262 (168”)

Zenky 6 seat
3662 (144”)

3024 (119”)

Zenky 5 seat
3062 (121”)

Zenky 3 place bench

Zenky 4 place bench

Zenky 4 seat

2404 (95”)

1916 (75”)
508
(20”)

2462 (97”)

462
(18”)

508
(20”)

Zenky 3 seat
Zenky Curve back to back

1862 (73”)

Zenky 2 seat

1952 (77”)

1262 (50”)

555
(22”)

1694
(67”)

Zenky Plus width and height dimensions

Zenky width and height dimensions
600
(24”)

1489 (59”)

1394
(55”)

600
(24”)

31
(1”)

519
(20”)

31
(1”)

3335
(131”)

935
(37”)

836
(33”)

Zenky Curve inside

Zenky Solo

Zenky Duo

2462
(97”)

2462
(97”)

673
(27”)

Zenky Plus back to back

Zenky back to back

1002
(39”)

1727
(68”)

2284
(90”)

2775
(109”)
37
(1”)

46
(2”)

1394
(55”)

1380
(54”)

Zenky Curve outside
673
(27”)

2566
(101”)

1032
(41”)

Zenky PRM seat
3335
(131”)

Zenky

Zenky headrest
762
(30”)

678
(27”)
836
(33”)
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Zenky recliner

433
(17”)

1065
(42”)

Zenky back to back
1394
(55”)

1328
(52”)

441
(17”)

1041
(41”)

441
273 (11”) (17”)

Zenky PRM

Zenky cup holder

678
(27”)

37
(1”)
441
(17”)

896
(35”)

Zenky table

Zenky bench

Zenky Plus

647
(25”)

667
(26”)
648
(26”)

501
(20”)

Zenky Plus recliner

553
(22”)

374
(15”)

445
(18”)

938
(37”)

1311
(52”)

441
(17”)

1055
(42”)

253 459
(10”) (18”)
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Zenky high back mild steel, upholstered
Zenky recliner, mild steel, upholstered
Zenky, mild steel, upholstered
Zenky PU
Zenky perforated mild steel, upholstered seat
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Zenky perforated stainless steel
Zenky beech faced ply (other veneers available)
Zenky beech faced ply, upholstered seat
Zenky Plus, upholstered
Zenky Plus recliner

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
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Compact laminate half table
Compact laminate full table
Perforated brushed stainless steel full table
Full quartz table
Standard arm
Arm with PU pad
PU canterlever arm
Standard leg
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09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Fix down leg
Non-skid leg
Wireframe leg
PRM seat with embroidered logo
PRM tip up arm
Zadget trolley
Mild steel, upholstered bench
Perforated mild steel bench

